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Abstrat. In this work, we argue that the use of termination onditions as unfolding riteria

is insuÆient to obtain adequate speialisation of logi programs. We desribe how a binding-

time analysis for logi programs that allows more liberal unfoldings an be obtained by

altering termination analysis in suh a way that it proves termination at speialisation-time

rather than at run-time.

1 Introdution and Motivation

Partial evaluation is a well-studied soure-to-soure transformation, apable of speialising a pro-

gram P with respet to a part s of its input. The result is a program P

s

that omputes, when

provided with the remaining part d of the input, the same result as the original program P on the

omplete input s+ d. The general e�et of partial evaluation is that the omputations performed

by a program are staged: some (ideally all) operations in P that depend only on s are performed

by the speialiser; the remaining omputations (those depending on d) by the residual program

P

s

. Partial evaluation an be used to speed up the omputation of a program, in partiular when

the program must be run a number of times while part of its input (the part denoted by s) remains

onstant. Indeed, using partial evaluation, the latter omputations must be performed only one

to onstrut P

s

, whih an then be run any number of times with di�erent inputs d

1

; : : : ; d

n

.

The heart of any partial evaluator is an evaluation mehanism for the language under on-

sideration. In a logi programming setting, \evaluation" of a program orresponds to building an

SLD-tree for a program/query pair hP;Qi. If the program terminates, the orresponding SLD-tree

is �nite. In this setting, partially available input orresponds to a query Q

0

that is less instanti-

ated than Q. Due to the nature of logi programming, the program ould, in priniple, simply be

evaluated with respet to Q

0

. Most likely, however, the SLD-tree built for hP;Q

0

i will be in�nite.

Indeed, if the ontrol ow is determined by a value that is unknown in hP;Q

0

i, SLD-derivations

of in�nite length may be reated resulting in a non-terminating speialisation proess. Instead of

building suh a possibly in�nite SLD-tree, a partial evaluator for logi programs builds a �nite

number of �nite SLD-trees that together over the omplete omputation for hP;Q

0

i [5℄. The re-

sulting SLD-trees are partial, in the sense that, while building the SLD-tree, the partial evaluator

unfolds some prediate alls whereas it does not unfold others. The prediate alls that are not

unfolded are said to be residualised { they will appear as ode in the residual program.

Most work on partial evaluation in logi programming onentrates on the so-alled on-line ap-

proah to partial evaluation [4℄: during the onstrution of a partial SLD-tree, the partial evaluator

selets eah all ourring in an SLD-derivation and deides whether or not to unfold it; usually

basing its deision on the struture of the SLD-tree built so far. In the o�-line approah on the

other hand, the program is �rst analysed by a so-alled binding-time analysis (BTA). Binding-time

analysis is a global analysis that takes a program and (an abstration of) the query and generates

an annotated version of the original program, in whih every prediate all is aompanied by an

instrution stating whether or not instanes of this all must be unfolded. The atual speialiser

builds the partial SLD-trees simply by following the instrutions generated by BTA.

In general, on-line systems tend to ahieve better speialisation results, sine they onsider

eah all ourring in an SLD-derivation in isolation. This di�ers from the o�-line approah, in



whih a ontrol deision is assoiated to a syntati ourrene of a all in the program, based on

an abstration of the onrete input. O�-line systems, however, also o�er a number of advantages

over on-line systems. First, the separation of the proess in a binding-time analysis followed by a

speialisation phase makes the proess oneptually easier to reason about, and results in a fairly

simple (and eÆient!) speialiser from whih the burden of ontinuously monitoring the evaluation

proess has been removed. Also, the analysis output an be represented by annotations on the

original soure program, and provide as suh exellent feedbak to the user providing lues to

why an optimisation was (not) performed. In spite of these advantages and the extensive work

on o�-line partial evaluation in other paradigms, only few e�orts have been made to onstrut an

o�-line partial evaluation system for logi programming [1℄.

The basi task of binding-time analysis is to mark as muh prediate alls as possible unfoldable

in the program while guaranteeing that building a partial SLD-tree by following the annotations is

a terminating proess. Termination of the proess is guaranteed if only alls that are guaranteed to

terminate are marked unfoldable. This is basially the approah taken in [1℄: termination analysis

(either by hand, or by an automati system) is used to derive onditions { expressed in terms of

availability of a prediate's arguments { under whih a all to the partiular prediate is guaranteed

to terminate. Next, the program is analysed by a lassial groundness analysis [6℄, the results

of whih (expressing what arguments in a prediate all are available) are ombined with the

termination onditions to settle the unfolding onditions during analysis. However, appealing as

the approah may seem, the use of run-time termination of a all as an unfold ondition imposes

onsiderable restritions on the unfolding possibilities. The fat that a all is marked unfoldable

only in ase it terminates under normal evaluation implies that only alls that an ompletely be

unfolded to true or fail are unfolded. In other words, a speialiser relying on the result of suh a

binding-time analysis is restrited to building omplete SLD-trees, rather than partial SLD-trees.

We illustrate this limitation with the following example.

Example 1. Consider the meta interpreter depited in the left-hand side of Fig. 1. The interpreter

has two prediates implementing the lassial member/2 and append/3 prediates as objet pro-

gram. Suppose we want to annotate this program with respet to the query solve([mem(X,Xs)℄).

Meta interpreter Speialised meta interpreter

solve([℄).

solve([A|Gs℄):- solve atom(A), solve(Gs).

solve atom(A):- l(A,Body), solve(Body).

l(mem(X,Xs), [app( ,[X| ℄, Xs)℄).

l(app([℄,L,L), [℄).

l(app([X|Xs℄,Y,[Z|Zs℄),[app(Xs,Y,Zs)℄).

solve([mem(X,Xs)℄):- solve atom(mem(X,Xs)).

solve atom(mem(X,Xs)):-

solve atom(app(A,[X| ℄, Xs)).

solve atom(app([℄,[X|B℄,[X|B℄)).

solve atom(app([E|Es℄,[X|B℄,[Z|Zs℄)):-

solve atom(app(Es, [X|B℄, Zs)).

Fig. 1. Vanilla meta interpreter

Using termination as a riterium for unfolding results in no alls to solve/1 at all being marked

unfoldable, and pratially no speialisation would be obtained. Indeed, all alls to solve/1 aris-

ing during unfolding would be of the form solve([mem(X,Xs)℄) or solve([app(A,[X| ℄,Xs)℄),

none of whih is terminating.

2 From Termination Analysis to Binding-time Analysis

In this work, we devise a binding-time analysis that allows more liberal unfoldings than those

based on termination onditions tout-ourt. The general idea is to onstrut step-wise an annotated

version of the program and to use termination analysis to prove that building a partial SLD-tree

for an initial goal with respet to the annotated program under onstrution (as opposed to the
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original program) terminates. Hene, the proess of building a partial SLD-tree aording to the

annotations terminates.

Example 2. Reonsider the vanilla interpreter from Example 1. Intuitively, from a speialisation

point of view, we an see that it is perfetly safe to unfold all alls to the solve/1 prediate as long

as the intermediate alls to solve atom/1 are residualised. The idea is that the solve/1 prediate

in a sense only performs the parsing of an objet goal (deonstruting a list of atoms), whih is

terminating in Example 1. Thus, residualising the alls to solve atom/1 and unfolding the others

results in the speialised program depited in the right-hand side of Fig. 1 whih orresponds,

modulo a standard struture �ltering transformation [3℄ with the standard de�nitions for the

append/3 and member/2 prediates. Hene, all meta interpretation overhead has been removed.

In order to onstrut suh a binding-time analysis, the key observation is the following: the

termination behaviour of building a partial SLD-tree for a query Q with respet to an annotated

program P

ann

is equivalent with the termination behaviour of building a omplete SLD-tree for

a program that is derived from P by removing those alls that are annotated to residualise in

P

ann

, keeping only those that are annotated unfoldable in P

ann

. Our binding-time analysis then

proeeds as follows: Assume we have to annotate a program P with respet to an initial query Q.

If termination of Q with respet to P an be proven by an automati termination analysis, all alls

in P an safely be annotated unfoldable. As a result, every all ourring during speialisation of

Q will be unfolded, and speialisation of Q boils down to plain evaluation of Q in P (onstruting

a omplete SLD-tree for hP;Qi). If, on the other hand, termination of Q an not be proven, due to

the presense of a \suspet" all in P , a new program is derived from P by deleting the partiular

all from P . One more, termination analysis is performed on the transformed program, and the

proess is repeated until enough alls are removed from the program suh that it terminates.

Deleting a all from the program orresponds with marking the partiular all to residualise in

the annotated program: the all under onsideration is not unfolded, and no bindings are reated

by it.

Suh a binding-time analysis an easily be implemented starting from a termination analysis

that is apable of identifying \problemati" alls, i.e. those alls due to whih the analysis was

unable to prove termination of a goal. An example of suh a termination analysis is [2℄. The

analysis onstruts a �nite approximation of the binary unfoldings semantis of the program

under onsideration. The binary unfoldings semantis of a program onsists of a set of binary

lauses that relates the head atom with a partiular body atom of one of the program's lauses.

To prove termination of a query Q with respet to a program P , it suÆes to show [2℄ that a

partiular ondition holds on (some of) the binary lauses onstruted by the termination analysis.

If the ondition does not hold on a partiular binary lause, its single body atom identi�es the

problemati all in the original program.
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